Nutrition Support in Acute Pancreatitis
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Abstract

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a lethal disease with no specific treatment. It promotes a systemic inflammatory response syndrome that results in a highly catabolic stress state. The early phase of AP is based on mitochondrial damage, adenosine triphosphate (ATP) depletion and subsequent necrosis in pancreatic cells. A lack of enteral feeding predisposes the increase of intestinal wall permeability and translocation of bacteria that is related to the development of pancreatic infection. Nutritional support is a subject of discussion and plays an important role when AP is diagnosed. The concept of “bowel rest” has evolved over the years. Up to now, current evidence-based guidelines for the initial management of AP prefer enteral nutrition (EN) over parenteral nutrition (PN) as a primary therapy. It decreases mortality rate, reduces risk of multiple organ failure, infectious complications and operative interventions. Also, EN is associated with shorter length of hospital stay (LOS), when compared to PN. EN initiated after 48 h of admission has no statistically significant differences in the risk of multiple organ failure, infectious complications or mortality, when compared with PN. Parenteral feeding initiated early (within 24 h of admission) can worsen the outcomes, compared to standard therapy (no artificial nutrition support). Both of nasogastric (NG) and nasojejunal (NJ) routes are equally beneficial in patients with predicted severe or necrotizing pancreatitis requiring enteral tube feeding. NG feeding, compared to NJ feeding, has no statistical significant differences in the incidence of mortality, tracheal aspiration, diarrhea and pain exacerbation. It is being discussed what is the right time to start nutrition support in patients with AP. Early (within 24 h of admission) enteral feeding is highly recommended in order to preserve gut-mucosal barrier function and reduce bacterial translocation. In summary, current guidelines and recent analyses confirm that EN is considered as a “gold standard” in the management in patients with severe AP and should be administered within 24 h of admission.
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Introduction

Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a potentially lethal disease with increasing incidence and no specific treatment. AP promotes a systemic inflammatory response syndrome [1]. One of the most severe complication of AP is the infection of pancreas, which can lead to mortality rate up to 80%. The occurrence of pancreatic infection is mostly related to the translocation of microorganisms from the intestinal tract. In addition, same enteric pathogens can cause sepsis [2–4]. A lack of enteral feeding predisposes to the increase of intestinal wall permeability and translocation of bacteria due to an atrophy of mucous layer in the intestinal tract [5,6].

The collaboration of the International Association of Pancreatology (IAP) and the American Pancreatic Association (APA) revised acute pancreatitis management guidelines (2002) and updated them in 2012. The guidelines came in 12 topics: a) diagnosis and etiology of AP, b) prognosis and severity prediction, c) imaging, d) fluid therapy, e) intensive care management, f) preventing infectious complications, g) nutritional support, h) biliary tract management, i) indications for intervention in necrotizing pancreatitis, j) timing of intervention, k) intervention strategies and l) timing of cholecystectomy. As mentioned, nutritional support is the subject of discussion and plays an important role when AP is diagnosed. These guidelines suggest that in patients with predicted mild AP oral feeding can be restarted once abdominal pain decreases and inflammatory markers improve (GRADE 2B, strong agreement). Every case of severe AP requires nutritional support. In addition, enteral tube (nasojejunal (NJ) or nasogastric (NG) route) should be inserted as a primary therapy (GRADE 1B, strong agreement). Both of elemental and polymeric enteral nutrition (EN) formulations are suggested (GRADE 2B, strong agreement). EN is preferred over parenteral nutrition (PN), which should be considered as a second-line therapy, mainly in cases when NJ tube feeding is not tolerated [7,8].

Pathogenic mechanisms of acute pancreatitis

Physiologically AP is characterized by reduction of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and calcium ions overload in pancreatic acinar cells. In this way intracellular zymogen is activated, which is followed by auto-digestion. Despite the type of initial etiological factor (bile acids, ethanol and fatty acids) of AP, the early phase of AP at cellular level is similar and based on mitochondrial damage, ATP depletion in pancreatic ductal and acinar cells. Calcium overload in the mitochondrial matrix induces opening of the non-specific inner mitochondrial membrane channel called mitochondrial permeability transition pore (MPTP) [9]. It results in mitochondrial depolarization and impaired ATP production. What is more, MPTP opening causes activation of phosphoglycerate mutase family member 5 (PGAM5) which is a mitochondrial executor of necrosis as shown in a figure. Later this process leads to pancreatic necrosis [10–12]. Vervliet with co-authors conducted a research, which showed that galactose feeding can reduce AP markers via restoring ATP levels and calcium ions homeostasis [13]. Theoretically, carbohydrates can improve the status of patient with AP.
Figure. The role of mitochondrial permeability transition pore in the development of acute pancreatitis [9]. MPTP opening across the IMM causes mitochondrial depolarization and impaired ATP production. It induces PGAM5 activation and subsequent necrosis. ATP – adenosine triphosphate, Ca 2+ - calcium ions, CypD – cyclophilin D, IMM – inner mitochondrial membrane, MPTP – mitochondrial permeability transition pore, PGAM5 – phosphoglycerate mutase family member 5.

Significance of nutritional management in acute pancreatitis

Patients with AP have been traditionally treated with “bowel rest” for a long time in an effort to avoid the stimulation of inflamed pancreas. It was believed that nutritional therapy has a negative effect on the progression of the AP. However, many current studies showed the benefit of initial enteral feeding.

According to Guideline on Initial Management of AP (2018) by American Gastroenterological Association (AGA) Institute, early oral feeding (within 24 h of admission) is strongly recommended as tolerated, rather than keeping the patient nothing by mouth (NPO) [14]. Results of 11 randomized control trials showed that delayed feeding was associated with 2.5-fold higher risk of interventions for necrosis than early feeding (odds ratio (OR), 2.47; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.41 - 4.35).

Moreover, multiple organ failure was more common in patients with delayed feeding (OR, 2.00; 95% CI, 0.49 - 8.22) [15]. In meta-analysis based on date of 165 patients, infected pancreatic necrosis was observed in 45% of patients, who received EN after 24 h of admission, and in 19% of those, who received EN within 24 h of admission, while organ failure was diagnosed in 42% and in 16% of cases respectively. The conclusion was that early start of EN (within 24 h of admission) could reduce complications of AP [17]. Recent study of prospectively collected data of 600 patients with AP showed that the mortality rate is 27% in patients with EN and 57% in group of patients without EN [16]. Enteral feeding should be recommended within 24 h of admission in order to preserve gut-mucosal barrier function and reduce bacterial translocation [18].

AGA suggests either NG or NJ route in patients with predicted severe or necrotizing pancreatitis requiring enteral tube feeding [14]. The approach of enteral feeding was revised in Singh with co-authors research: the infectious complications in NG group occurred in 23.1% of cases, in NJ group – 35.9%. Authors came up with conclusion, that early NG feeding was not inferior to NJ feeding in patients with severe AP while pain in refeeding, intestinal permeability and endotoxemia were comparable in both groups [17]. Kumar concluded that EN at a slow infusion was well tolerated through both of NJ and NG routes. Recurrence of pain and outcome measures (hospital discharge, surgery, death) can not be associated neither...
with NJ, nor with NG feeding [18]. According to Eatock and co-authors, NG feeding has no disadvantages compared to NJ feeding regarding APACHE II scores, C-reactive protein (CRP) measurement, visual analogue score (VAS) or analgesic medications requirements. Mortality rates are also similar [19]. NG tube is as safe method for feeding purposes as NJ tube. Both of these feeding methods are relevant to use as delayed and especially as early enteral feeding [20]. Chang with colleagues also found, that NG feeding, compared to NJ feeding, had no statistical significant differences in the incidence of mortality, tracheal aspiration, diarrhea, pain exacerbation (p > 0.05) [21].

Enteral versus parenteral nutrition

AGA strongly recommends EN rather than PN in patients with AP and inability to feed orally [14]. An adequate nutrition is important in terms of recovery. In patients with AP, EN significantly reduces mortality (relative risk (RR) = 0.5), risk of multiple organ failure (RR = 0.55), systemic infections (RR = 0.39), operative interventions (RR = 0.44), when compared to the patients who receive total PN, especially in cases of severe AP [22,23]. Also, EN reduces length of hospital stay (LOS) by 2.37 days, when compared to total PN [22]. Marik and Zaloga performed a research in which they concluded that there is a lower incidence of infections (p = 0.004), less surgical interventions (p = 0.05) and reduced LOS (2.9 days) in patients with EN, when compared to patients with PN. On the other hand, there was no statistical significant difference between EN and PN considering mortality and non-infectious complications [24]. Petrov and co-authors performed a systematic review concerning the controversy between EN, PN and no supplementary nutrition in treating AP. It was found, that the frequency of infectious complications was similar between EN and no supplementary nutrition groups, but the EN group was associated with lower mortality rates (p = 0.01). Mortality rate was also significantly lower in PN group than in no supplementary nutrition group (p = 0.04). Risk of infectious complications was significantly lower in EN group, when compared with PN group (p < 0.001), although there was no significant change in mortality [25]. In other systematic review, Petrov with colleagues determined that EN started within 48 h of admission resulted in significantly lower risk of multiple organ failure (RR = 0.44), pancreatic infectious complications (RR = 0.46) and mortality (RR = 0.46), when compared to PN. On the other hand, EN started after 48 h of admission had no statistically significant differences in the risk of multiple organ failure, infectious complications or mortality, when compared with PN [26]. Early feeding in patients with mild to moderately severe AP also reduces the mean LOS, but measuring patients by this aspect brings more heterogeneity [27]. PN initiated early (within 24 h of admission) can worsen the outcomes, compared to standard therapy (no artificial nutrition support). The supply of PN with parenteral glutamine adjunct can improve the outcomes: it reduces duration of nutrition therapy and decreases LOS, when compared with PN alone [28]. However, unnecessary use of PN is related to increased harm to patients with AP. EN is more preferable feeding method in patients with AP.

Conclusions

AP is a life-threatening disease with a purely symptomatic treatment. Current guidelines and studies confirm that EN is a beneficial and considered as a “gold standard” in the management in patients with severe AP. EN reduces the risk of mortality, multiple organ failure and infectious complications. Both NG and NJ feeding are equally effective and safe enough. Early administration of EN (within 24 h of admission) is highly recommended to decrease the severity of disease and reduce overall complications.
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